Phase 2 Rights Made Real in Care Homes Workshop

A Human Rights Approach to End of Life
Care Conversations
Workshop: June 2nd 1.30-4pm
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This workshop will involve:

Jill Will, Researcher Robert Gordon University and Sheila Gesma,
Care Home Manager Laurel's Lodge Care Home sharing about their
Phase 1 Rights Made Real Care Project which explored a humansrights approach to Anticipatory Care Planning
‘Example of learning from the project that Jill and
Sheila will speak about:

"At an early workshop in the project, somebody said they would
usually start an anticipatory care plan related conversation with a
resident or relative by saying, ‘‘this isn’t something either of us
really wants to talk about.” Fronting up that this is going to be a
difficult conversation immediately puts people on the back foot...
we flipped the language to say... actually, this is a conversation
that’s really important for us to have, and it’s a conversation we
really value. It doesn’t have to happen in one go, but it’s
something we need to begin to think about.’

Participants sharing your stories around conversations focused on
people's future and end-of-life care planning.
Us all thinking about how we feel and speak about conversations on
end of life care as well as thinking about ways to take forward learning
from this workshop by trying out something small (on the topic of
supporting end-of-life conversations) back in your care home
June 23rd 1.30-3.30
A follow-up conversation to gather people together to share about their
experiences of taking forward their learning from the workshop on
conversations about end of life care . Participants will be invited to share
about what went well, what was tricky, and what remains 'a work in
progress'.

To confirm a place for this workshop and discussion
please email: eroddy@hotmail.com

